
For your slice of happiness
3716 Brunel Road, Lake of Bays, ON, P0B 1E0

TOOKE LAKE









Spring-fed Tooke Lake is a t reasure that offers perfect  western exposure allowing for wind off the lake, cooling breezes when summer is upon us & unbelievable sunsets, meaning bouncing light  on 

the water followed by gorgeous colours as the sun goes down.  The cottage, Bunkie and beach, are all private from neighbours. Take a walk along the waterfront and through the trees and you will 

find smooth Canadian Shield granite and a fire pit . In Muskoka, you do not find seclusion like this! Across the road, you have the same acreage in a separate deed, where you could build a 4-season 

home with a view of the lake! Then have overflow space when everyone comes to visit , and they will.  There are three dist inct  areas for outdoor living: a deck out the kitchen window for morning sun 

(coffee) and dinner BBQs; a deck by the beach for waterfront enjoyment; and a deck on the waterfront in the shade. All of these decks can be assembled into a dock on the lake- it?s your choice! 

Also, enjoy views of the water and sunsets from the 20?x8? front deck. You cannot build this close to the water anymore. You are within 30 ft  of putt ing your feet in the sand. The hard packed sand 

with gent le entry & deeper water at  the raft  for diving and jumping, means all ages will enjoy the waterfront . This shoreline has the iconic rock, pine, sand, & clear water.  The master bedroom, and 

the Bunkie (its own oasis), get the sun shining off the lake, the gent le breeze & the sound of the lapping water on the shore. What a scenario for nap t ime! The rest  of the cottage invites flip-flops, 

sunglasses (you may need them), and casual living. The fireplace warms the place through, extending the use t ill far past summer and into winter if you want it . 
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AMAZING SUNSETS ON TOOKE LAKE!

3716 Brunel Road, Lake of Bays, ON, P0B 1E0

3 BED? 1 BATH? 728 SQ.FT.

Property ID: 40099918?|?sothebysrealty.ca

CAD$699,900

Spring-fed Tooke Lake offers unbelievable sunsets. The cottage, Bunkie and beach, are 
all private from neighbours. Lakeside boats sand, clear water, smooth Canadian Shield 
granite and a fire pit . Bonus of 2nd lot , where you could build a 4-season home with a 
view of the lake! Enjoy views off the cottage deck & waterfront decks, which can be 
assembled into a dock! You cannot build this close to the water anymore. The hard 
packed sand with gent le entry & deeper water, means all ages will enjoy the waterfront .. 
Just 3 minutes to Baysville and only 15 minutes to either Bracebridge or Huntsville. 

- 240' of shoreline
- West exposure with stunning views
- Another nearly half acre
- Cottage sits 30 ' from water's edge
- Shoreline has the iconic rock, pine, sand & clear water
- Spring-fed lake with clear water
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